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In this article we examine how model selection in neural networks can be guided by
statistical procedures such as hypotheses tests, information criteria and cross validation.
The application of these methods in neural network models is discussed, paying attention
especially to the identification problems encountered. We then propose five specification
strategies based on different statistical procedures and compare them in a simulation
study. As the results of the study are promising, it is suggested that a statistical analysis
should become an integral part of neural network modelling.
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Recently, there has been a growing interest in the modelling ofnonlinear relationships and
a variety of test procedures for detecting nonlinearities has been developed. l If the aim
of analysis is prediction, however, it is not sufficient to uncover nonlinearities. Moreover,
we need to describe them through an adequate nonlinear model. Unfortunately, for many
applications theory does not guide the model building process by suggesting the relevant
input variables or the correct functional form.
This particular difficulty makes it attractive to consider an 'atheoretical' but flexible
class of statistical models. Artificial neural networks are well suited for this purpose as
they can approximate virtually any (measurable) function up to an arbitrary degree of
accuracy (Hornik/Stinchcombe/White, 1989). This desired flexibility, however, makes the
specifcation ofan adequate neural network model even harder. Despite the huge amount
of network theory and the importance of neural networks in applied work, there is still
little experience with a statistical approach to model selection.
The aim of this article is to develop model selection strategies for neural networks which
are based on statistical concepts. Taking a statistical perspective is especially import-
ant for 'atheoretical' models like neural networks, because the reason for applying them
is the lack of knowledge about an adequate functional form.2 Furthermore, when ba-
sed on a clearly defined decision rule, model selection becomes more comprehensible and
reconstructable. The concepts considered in this article are hypothesis testing, informa-
tion criteria and cross validation methods. These concepts are the building blocks which
constitute the basis of the different model selection strategies which we develop and eva-
luate in a simulation study. To our kowledge this article provides the first systematic
comparison ofstatistical selection strategies for neural network models.
The overall results of the simulation study are promising as they lead to neural networks
which closely approximate the simulated models. Our results demonstrate that a se-
quence of hypothesis tests produces neural network architectures with the best overall
performance. Strategies based on cross validation and information criteria are very accu-
rate for some models although they tend to overfit or underfit others. When information
criteria are to be employed, we cannot recommend the use of an estimated penalty term.
The remaining part of the article is organized as follows: Section 2 defines neural net-
work models and briefly describes some network specification methods frequently used in
applied work. Section 3 reviews the theory of hypothesis testing and inference in neural
networks. Such an analysis is severly complicated by possibly non-identified parameters.
Sections 3.1 and 3.2 shortly describe two workarounds for the identification problem due
to White (1989a) and Terasvirta/Lin/Granger (1993). Section 4 briefly introduces the
network information criterion NIC, and investigates the applicability of the AIC in neural
network models. It is pointed out that the use of the AIC may theoretically not be justi-
fied. After that, cross validation techniques, frequently referred to in the neural networks
literature, are introduced. Section 5 defines our model selection strategies. In section 6
lSee Granger/Terasvirta (1993) for an overview.
2See Ripley (1993) and Kuan/White (1994).the strategies are compared in a simulation study. Section 7 summarizes the main results
and concludes the article.
2 Neural Network Models
Neural networks build a class of very flexible models which can be used for a variety of
different applications, e.g. nonlinear regression or discriminant analysis.3 Unfortunately,
the term 'neural network' is not uniquely defined. Instead it comprises many different
network types and models. In this article, we will deal exclusively with so called 'multilayer






Figure 1: A multilayer perceptron neural network.
The network outputs shall serve as predicted values ofthe dependent variable y and can
be expressed by a function f(X, w) ofthe input data X = [XQ, Xl,... , XI] and the network
parameters w commonly called weights. For an architecture of the type shown in Figure
1 the network function takes the following form
(1)
with network weights w = (f3I,'" , f3H, '"'flO,'" , '"'fHIy. The variable XQ is defined to be
constant and set to XQ == 1. The scalars I and H denote the number of input and hidden
3For a more detailed discussion of how neural networks compare to classical statistical procedures see
Sarle (1994).
2units in the net and g(.) is a nonlinear transfer function attached to each hidden unit.
Usually, g(.) is either the logistic function or the hyperbolic tangent function. Because of
its symmetry around the origin and its easily computable derivatives we prefer to use the
tanh-function.
By adding an error term to equation (1) the network can be interpreted as a parametric
nonlinear regression ofy on X. Thus, when applied to a dataset, a certain functional form,
the network architecture, is assumed and the parameters of the network are estimated
thereafter.
4
One of the most unresolved questions in the literature on neural networks is what ar-
chitecture should be used for a given problem. Architecture selection requires choosing
both the appropriate number of hidden units and the connections thereof (Sarle, 1995). A
desirable network architecture contains as little hidden units and connections as necessary
for a good approximation of the true function, taking into account the trade-off between
estimation bias and variability due to estimation errors. Unfortunately, the form of the
true function is rarely known (otherwise, one would not use a neural net to approximate
it). It is therefore necessary to develop a methodology to select an appropriate network
model for a given problem.s
The usual approaches pursued in the network literature are regularization, pruning, and
stopped training. Reed (1993) provides a survey. Although some of these methods may
lead to satisfactory results, their derivation has been rather heuristic. For example, in
regularization methods the network weights are chosen such that they minimize the net-
work error function (e.g. sum of squared errors) plus a penalty term for the networks
complexity. Usually the penalty terms do not result from theoretical reasoning but are
set in a rather ad hoc fashion. In order to justify the regularization term the method has
been formalized and interpreted in a bayesian framework. This was mentioned by Wei-
gend/Huberman/Rumelhart (1991) and reviewed in Bishop (1995) or Ripley (1996). In
our view the approach suffers from the difficulty to choose prior distributions for network
parameters which have no intuitive interpretation. Though the bayesian approach solves
some of the identification problems which complicate classical inference, it is difficult to
apply in practical situations. For this reason, we will not consider a bayesian approach
here and confine ourselves to applications of classical statistics.
The aim of pruning methods is to identify those parameters that do not 'significantly'
contribute to the overall network performance. However, this 'significance' is not judged
on the basis of test stati~tics. Instead, pruning methods use the so called 'saliency' as a
measure of a weight's importance. The saliency of a weight is defined as the increase in
network model error (e.g. sum of squared errors) incurred by setting this weight to zero.
The idea is to remove the weights with low saliency; however the method does not provide
any guidelines whether or not a saliency should be judged as low.
4The estimation procedure is usually called network training.
5See Anders (1997).
3In the application of stopped training the dataset is split into a training and a validation
set. If the model errors in the validation set begin to grow during the training process
the training algorithm is stopped. In statistical terms, the method tries to make up
for the model being overparameterized by stopping the estimation algorithm before the
minimum of the network error function is reached. In our view, this does not lead to
sensible estimates of the network parameters. Instead, growing errors in the validation
set should be seen as an indication to reduce the network's complexity.
The main disadvantage of regularization, pruning and stopped training is that these me-
thods comprise of a strong judgemental component, which makes the model building
process difficult to reconstruct. The next two sections describe statistical concepts which
can serve as building blocks for modelling strategies which overcome this deficiency.
3 Hypothesis Testing in Neural Networks
Since multilayer perceptron neural networks are nonlinear regression models the standard
procedures for testing parameter significance like Wald-tests or LM-tests in principle
apply. However, to perform these tests the (asymptotic) distribution of the network
parameters is needed. This distribution was derived by White (1989b). Ifthere exists a
unique set of optimum parameters w· that leads to the best approximation of the true
function by a certain network model, White shows that w· can be consistently estimated
through a set of parameters wobtained by quasi maximum likelihood methods under
quite general conditions. Furthermore, wis asymptotically normal with mean w· and
covariance matrix ~C, or
.jf(w - w·) rv N(o, C), (2)
where T is the number ofobservations. Since neural networks are 'atheoretical' in spirit
and therefore only approximations to the true underlying functions the derivation of
the covariance matrices relies on the theory of misspecified models developed by White
(1981, 1982, 1994). Ifa neural network is estimated via the maximum likelihood method
with log likelihood contribution {,t, the covariance matrix of the parameters is given by
~C = ~A-IBA-l. The matrices A and B are defined as A == -E[Y'2{,tl and B ==
E[Y'{,tY' {,~l where Y' denotes the gradient. Note that the covariance matrix C accounts
for misspecification in mean as well as in variance, Le. a consistent estimate ofC converges
to the covariance matrix of the limiting distribution of w. This holds for example if the
network does not encompass the true underlying function and a possibly heteroscedastic
error term has not been taken account of in the specification of the likelihood function.
As can be seen the covariance matrix C is a generalization of the covariance formula in
standard maximum likelihood theory. Ifthe model is correctly specified, the asymptotic
covariance matrix ofthe limiting distribution can be estimated by both the inverse ofthe
matrix A and the inverse of the matrix B. In this case A asymptotically equals Band
BA-1 converges to I.
4However, one severe problem remains. The optimum w· is not unique for the network
model given in (1), Le. the model is not globally identified. This problem is a rather
hard one to deal with, and the question of identification will complicate the application
of hypothesis tests and information criteria considerably.
There are two characteristics of neural networks which cause the non-identifiability: the
first one is due to symmetries in the architecture of a neural network, which lead to
multiple optima. For example, ifthe hidden units in Figure 1swap places, the architecture
would remain unchanged, while the optimum weight vector would become permutated.
Fortunately, the possible presence of multiple optima has no essential effect on the result
in (2). It is simply required that the estimated weight vector til is a consistent estimator
for a single w; ofall optimum weight vectors building a set W·. In other words, the above
result (2) remains unchanged if an optimum weight vector is (locally) unique in a small
neigbourhood.
The second reason why network parameters are not identified is the mutual dependence
of the {3- and ,-weights shown in Figure 1. A {3-weight between a hidden unit and the
output unit equals zero, the corresponding ,-weights leading into that hidden unit can
take any value and are thus not- unique. Ifthe ,-weights which lead into a hidden unit are
all zero the corresponding {3-weight is not identified. In this case, the set W· of optimum
solutions contains values corresponding to flat regions of the quasi likelihood function.
If convergence of til to one of these flat regions occurs, the limiting distribution of the
estimated parameters til is no longer normal. Instead, the distribution of the parameters
belongs to the family of 'mixed Gaussian' as was shown by Phillips (1989) for 'partially
identified models'. In other words, if we want to carry out parameter inference in a
neural network on the basis of an asymptotic normal distribution, we must guarantee
that the parameters are at least locally unique. In order to guarantee this, it is necessary
to ensure that a given network model contains no irrelevant hidden units. The question,
whether or not there are any irrelevant hidden units in a neural net, can in principle
be investigated by tests on parameter significance. However, since {3- and ,-weights are
mutually dependent on each other, there are two ways to formulate the null hypothesis.
Either we test whether a {3-weight is significantly different from zero, or we test whether
at least one of the corresponding ,-weights is significantly different from zero. In the
first case the null is Ho : R{3 = 0 with the alternative HI : R{3 #- 0, in the second
case the null is fIo :il, = 0 with the alternative fIl : R, #- 0, where Rand Rare
restriction matrices that pick out the weights in question. In both cases, if the null is
true the parameters are not locally unique and thus the estimator does not follow an
asymptotic normal distribution. This is exactly the problem of 'hypothesis testing when
a nuisance parameter is present only under the alternative' studied by Davies (1977,
1987). In this case, the resulting test statistics of the Wald- or the LM-test no longer
follow a X2 distribution and further analysis is complicated. However, two techniques
have been proposed in the literature which yield a x2-statistic for the testing problem
and avoid the difficulties mentioned. One technique was developed by White (1989a) and
its properties investigated by Lee/White/Granger (1993). The resulting test has good
power against a variety of nonlinear alternatives. The other technique was devised by
Terasvirta/Lin/Granger (1993) and compared to the former.
5Both groups of authors start from the model y = F(X) + c, where F(·) is the true
function, c an iid random noise with E[cc'IX] = oJ, E[c\X] = 0 and E[X'c] = O. It
is further assumed, that F(X) has already been approximated by a parametric function
!(X,W).6 The question is now: can the approximation of F(X) through !(X,w) be
improved by adding Q (one or more) hidden units in order to capture some neglected
nonlinearities? If the answer is yes, the data can be explained more accurately by the
following equation:
H+Q I
Y= !(X,w) + L ~qg(L 'YqiXi) + fJ
q=H+I i=O
(3)
The new residual is denoted by fJ. The appropriate tests on the additional parameters
{3q or Iq are called 'tests against neglected nonlinearities'. If!(X,w) in (3) is the linear
function !(X,w) = XW, which implies H = 0, the test against neglected nonlinearities
becomes a test ofmodel linearity against model nonlinearity.
3.1 LM-Test Procedure using Random Sampling
The neural network test proposed by White (1989a), relies on the hypothesis Ho : {3q = 0
for all q = H+l, ... ,H+Qagainst thealternative HI : {3q =I- 0for all q= H+l, ... ,H+Q.
The idea is based on the following consequence ofHo. IfHo is true, then F(X) = !(X,w)
and the residualsc from the regression ofy on! (X,w) is independent from X by definition.
Consequently, the residuals c are independent from any function of the X, say s(X),
which implies that E[s(X)'c] = O. Thus, if the signals Sq(X"q) = g(2:i IqiXi) from the
additional hidden units are correlated with the residuals €, that is E[sq(X, Iq)'c] =I- 0, the
hypothesis Hocannot be true.
In order to avoid the identification problem, the weigths Iq = (,qO,'" "qI)' are drawn
from a uniform distribution, which is denoted with 1q. The weights are chosen such that
the signals Sq(X, 1q) are not collinear to the gradient V!(X,w). Otherwise the signals of
the additional hidden units would only provide' information that is already present in the
model !(X,w). Drawing weights 1q from a random distribution amounts to a random
choice in the parameterspace ofthe Iq' The test is carried out conditional on the sampled
values of Iq' Due to the random choice of the Iq it often occurs that the signals Sq(X, 1q)
of the additional hidden units are heavily correlated. The problem can be remedied by
sampling a large number ofhidden unit signals, sayQ~ Q, and by subsequently choosing
the Q most important principal components which are not collinear to V!(X,w) to be
signals Sq ofthe additional hidden units.
6The function !(X,'IiJ) may be an arbitrary function (e.g. a linear function). It may but need not be a
neural network.
6The test procedure is pursued in the fashion of a standard Lagrange multiplier test.
1. Regress y on !(X,w) and compute the residuals t.
2. Regress the residuals t on the gradient \7!(X,w) and the Q signals Sq(X, ')'q) from
the additional hidden units. This regression is commonly called Gauss-Newton-
regression (GNR).7 Compute the uncentered squared multiple correlation R; from
the GNR.
3. According to White (1989a) the test statistic is TR; which is asymptotically xb
distributed. However, as Davidson/MacKinnon (1993) point out, it is probably
safer to use (T- K +Q)R; as test statistic in finite samples, where K is the number
of parameters in the unrestricted model and Q is the number of restrictions. The
hypothesis Ho is rejected if the value of the test statistic exceeds the appropriate
value of the xb distribution. Furthermore, Davidson/MacKinnon (1993) suggest
that the ordinary F-statistic from the GNR for {3q = 0 (q = H + 1, ... ,H+ Q) may
have even better finite sample properties.
3.2 LM-Test Procedure using Taylor Expansions
An alternative test procedure has been proposed by Terasvirta/Lin/Granger (1993). As
opposed to the method suggested by White, this test relies on the null hypothesis iIo :
')'q = 0 for all q = H + 1, ... ,H+Q. The problem hereby is that the (3q'S are not identified
under the null. The identification problem can be solved in the spirit of Davies (1977)
by using a Taylor series approximation of the additional hidden unit transfer functions.
A third order Taylor expansion of a hidden unit transfer function g(X')') = tanh(X')')
around X')' =0 results in:
(4)
where I is the number of inputs used in the model and dijk are the corresponding co-
efficients of the cubical terms. By replacing the function g(.) in the second term of
equation (3) the unrestficted model becomes:
H+Q I 1 I I I
Y = !(X,w) + L {3q[L ')'qiXi - 3L L L dq,ijkXiXjXk] + "l,
q=H+l i=O i=O j=i k=j
where the error term is denoted with 'TJ. Collecting terms leads to
(5)
I H +Q 1 I I I H+Q
Y = !(X,w) +L( L (3q')'qi) Xi - 3L L L( L (3qdq,ijk) XiXjXk + 'TJ. (6)
i=O q=H+l i=O j=i k=j q=H+l
7See Davidson/McKinnon (1993).
7By defining the parameters to be estimated in this model as ()i
()ijk == 'E:=+:i+l {3qOq,ijk equation (6) simplifies to
III I I
Y= f(X,w) + L ()i Xi -"3 LLL()ijkXiXjXk+ 77·
i=O i=O j=i k=j
(7)
First, note that some summands may merge with summands of the model f(X, w). Se-
cond, the values of the thetas are not dependent on the number of additional hidden unit
transfer functions being approximated. Therefore, ifthe test accepts the Taylor expansion
to be significant we can only add one further hidden unit to the original network architec-
ture. Third, as can be reckoned from equation (4), the third order Taylor expansion may
add quite a large number of summands to the nested model f(X, w). The cubical sum
already enlarges the nested model by ((I+l)3+3-1) linear terms, which for instance amounts
to 56 if the number of inputs including the constant is (1 + 1) = 6. As all these terms
result from combinations of the same input variables, multicollinearities amongst them
are very likely. To improve the power of the test we propose to replace the additional
terms by some of their most important principal components. The number of principal
components to use in (7) can be choosen such that a high proportion, say 99 percent, of
the total variance is explained. This procedure is valid as the information contained in
the Taylor expansion remains in the principal components.
~ test for an additional hidden unit is now ~e~formed in model (7). The null hypothesis
fI0 : () = 0 is tested against the alternative fI1 : () 1= 0, where () is the vector of restricted
parameters whose (principal component) terms have not merged with the nested model
f(X, iiJ). The test procedure runs analogous to the one given in the last section.
3.3 Wald-Test
When the network does not contain irrelevant hidden units, one can test for arbitrary
parameter restrictions on the 'Y-weights by help ofa Wald-test. The test statistic is given
by (RiiJ)'(RCR')-l(RiiJ) I'V X~, where R determines the form of restrictions and q denotes
their number. The matrix C is the estimate of the covariance matrix defined earlier. In
this paper we only apply exclusion restrictions which test for the relevance of 'Y-weights.
One very important variant is a test for an irrelevant input variable. In this case, R selects
those 'Y-weights which are linked to the input unit in question.
84 Information Criteria for Neural Networks
The underlying idea of information criteria is to find an optimal trade-off between an
unbiased approximation of the underlying model and the loss of accuracy caused by
estimating an increasing number of parameters. To achieve this, information criteria
combine some measure of fit with a penalty term to account for model complexity. A
variety ofdifferent criteria can be found in the literature.s The most prominent and still
widely used criterion is probably the AIC (Akaike, 1973 and 1974), which in principle




where In L(ill) is the estimated maximum log likelihood. Unfortunately an application of
the AIC is complicated as soon as we turn to neural networks. As mentioned in secti-
on 3, it is reasonable to think of a neural network as an approximation to an underlying
model and analyse it as being misspecified in the sense of White (1981, 1982, 1994). In
this context the AIC does not apply, since it assumes the model structure to be the true
one. Fortunately, a generalization to the AIC for misspecified models has been proposed.
The criterion is called NIC (Network Information Criterion) and was developed by Mu-
rata/Yoshizawa/Amari (1994).9 The NIC chooses a specification for which the following
expression (9) takes a minimum:
NIC = -~ InL(w) + tr[B:-l], (9)
The matrices A and B are defined to be A == - E[Y'2L:t] and B == E[Y'L:tY' L:~] like in
section 3. If the class of models investigated includes the true model, A equals B asym-
potically, thus, tr[BA-l] = tr[I] is the number of model parameters K. By multiplying
with 2 the NIC reduces to the AIC.
Even if a neural network model encompasses the true structure, we are not in general
allowed to apply either NIC or AIC. Both criteria were derived under the assumption
of asymptotic normality of the maximum likelihood estimators. Hence the criteria are
not valid for overparameterized networks, e.g. networks with irrelevant hidden units. As
mentioned in section 3 such networks contain unidentified parameters, whose limiting
distribution is 'mixed gaussian' instead.1o Since the purpose of a model selection strategy
is just to recognize overparameterized models the use of information criteria for neural
networks is questionable, at least if they are naively applied.
8See Judge et. al. (1985), p. 870 ff.
9A similar criterion which is known as the 'effective number ofparameters' in the network literature was
developed by Moody (1992).
laThe same reasoning applies to the SIC (see Schwartz, 1978), which was used by Swanson/White (1995)
to select a network architecture. Their strategy does not take into account the identification problem,
however.
9In order to avoid the difficulties mentioned one possible strategy would be the use of
information criteria only for those models which were decided to be identified on other
grounds. Identification can for example be judged by tests of significance as they we-
re introduced in section 3. A further strategy we put forward here is to proceed as
Tedisvirta/Lin/Granger (1993) in the context of hypothesis testing. When the identifica-
tion problem is circumvented by help ofa Taylor series expansion ofthe additional hidden
unit transfer function, the hidden unit reduces to linear terms, which allows the use of
AIC, NIC or other information criteria.
An alternative model selection method, often referred to in the neural networks literature,
is the so called cross validation (CV), or more specific v-Ieave-out cross validationY The
motivation for this model selection is similar to the line of arguments leading to infor-
mation criteria. Adding model complexity need not result in a better description of an
underlying function due tQ increasing estimation errors. In order to find an appropriate
degree ofcomplexity, it is appealing to compare the mean squared prediction errors (MS-
PE) ofdifferent model specifications. Such prediction errors are obtained by dividing the
sample into M subsets which contain v observations each. The model is repeatedly reesti-
mated, leaving out one different subset each time. The average mean squared prediction
error on the M subsets that have been left out defines the cross validation error CV.
1 M
CV = M LMSPEm •
m=l
(10)
The model with the lowest cross validation error is finally chosen. An advantage of cross
validation lies in its independence of probabilistic assumptions, especially the properties
ofmaximum likelihood estimators. On the other hand, splitting the data results in a loss
of efficiency. Furthermore, the calculation of cross validation errors can be cumbersome
due to the frequent reestimation of the models considered.
uSee e.g. Stone (1974) or Efron/Tibshirani (1993).
105 Model Selection Strategies
In order to specify a network architecture we have to choose the relevant input variables
and the appropriate number of hidden units, i.e. the complexity offunctional form. Both
problems can be dealt with statistically, because irrelevant units result in zero restrictions
of the network parameters w·.
Whenever test statistics or information criteria are applied, we have to ensure the (local)
identification of our model. Therefore, we cannot adopt a pure top down approach which
starts with a large (and probably overparameterized) neural net. To obtain statistically
valid results we always begin with an empty model and successively add hidden units.
We assume that a number I of input variables which possibly enter the model is given.
When the appropriate number of hidden units is determined single input connections will
-sucessively be removed as to reach the optimal architecture. This general structure is
common to all suggested specification strategies in order to make the different approaches
comparable and to fulfill some practical restrictions that are imposed by the demand on
computer time.
5.1 Strategies based on Sequential Tests
The first two selection strategies rely on sequential hypotheses tests. As a starting point
all I input variables are combined with one hidden unit and the relevance of this unit is
tested by the LM-test procedures of White (1989a) or Terasvirta/Lin/Granger (1993). If
the test fails to show significance, the whole procedure would stop; if the unit is relevant,
it is included in the model. In this case the network is estimated and a further fully
connected hidden unit tested for significance. The procedure continues until no further
additional hidden unit shows relevance. Once the number of hidden units is determined
Wald-tests are applied in a top down approach to decide on the significance of single
input connections. If there are insignificant connections, the one with the highest p-
value is removed from the model and the reduced network reestimated thereafter. This
procedure is carried on until only significant connections remain in the model. The two
strategies using a sequence of hypotheses tests are summarized in Figures 2 and 3.
The proposed strategies ensure that the percentage ofselected models which are overpa-
rameterized with respect to the number of hidden units is bounded by the sizes of the
LM-tests.12 In how far the procedure favours too small models depends on the power of
the tests and will be investigated in the simulation.
It is clear that many different specification strategies can be devised which combine the
LM- and Wald-tests. One restriction, however, is that no inference on single input
connectionsshould be drawn until the relevance ofthe associated hidden units is examined.
Although the identification cannot be guaranteed it can at least be tested for.
12The test sizes may be different from the chosen significance levels in finite samples. Simulation results





I. Draw "I-weights ofthe additional
hidden units at random.
Bottom Up 2. Calculate the corresponding signals and
select their most important principal
components which are not collinear to
the gradient ofthe current model.
Regress the residuals on the grndient
ofthe current model and the most
important principal components.
Include one additional
hidden unit in the model .
No
No o
Figure 2: Model selection by help ofsequential tests based on





I. Perfonn a 3rdorder Taylorexpansion
fur one additional hidden uniL
Bottom Up
2. Delete the tenns ofthe Taylor
series which are already present
amongst the input variables.
3. Calculate the mostimponanl principal
components ofthe remaining terms.
Regress the residuals on the gradient ofthe
cunmt modeUs and the most importanl
principal components.
Indudeone additional
hidden unit in the model.
No
No o
Figure 3: Model selection by help of a sequential tests based
on the LM-Test of Terasvirta/Lin/Granger (1993).
135.2 Strategies based on Information Criteria
Our model selection strategies based on information criteria are similar to the test pro-
cedures described above. We estimate a restricted model and decide on the grounds of
an information criterion whether the model can be improved by lifting the restrictions.
Again a bottom up procedure is used to determine the number of hidden units, followed
by a top down approach to specify the appropriate input connections.
In the first step we compute the residuals from the initial model and check whether
some structure in the residuals can be explained by a single, fully connected hidden unit
extension to the initial model. Identified model extensions are obtained by a third order
Taylor series approximation of the transfer function. Subsequently, the value of either
AIC or NIC is calculated and the hidden unit is accepted when criterion values show
an improvement -over an empty model. When this is the case an enlarged network is
estimated, new residuals are computed and the relevance of an additional hidden unit is
examined via the information criteria. The procedure stops when an additional hidden
unit does not lead to further improvements.
The top down strategy starts from the fully connected network obtained in the first step
and tries to detect irrelevant input connections. All submodels with one of the input
connections removed are estimated and compared with the full network by means of the
information criteria. If the full network turns out to show the lowest criterion value,
the specification strategy stops. Otherwise the best submodel is chosen, which serves as
the starting network for the next round of the specification process. Again the starting
network is compared with all submodels containing one input connection less. Thus in
each round of the top down strategy either the procedure stops or one input connection
is removed. The IC-strategies are summarized in Figure 4.
As soon as the number of hidden units is determined one could in principle compare the
criterion values for all combinations ofinput variables and hidden units. But even in small
networks this results in an enormous number ofspecifications which have to be estimated.
Therefore, we decided to proceed in the fashion of sequential testing and run a top down
strategy which successively eliminates one input connection in each step.
A particularly interesting aspect of this study is the comparison between the alternative
criteria AIC and NIC. The NIC is theoretically valid even for misspecified models but
requires, in contrast to the AIC, the ~stimation of the penalty term. It is therefore an
empirical question which criterion turiIs out to be superior in which situation.
14Estimate the extended
network model.
I. Perform a 3rd orderTaylorexpansion
for one additional hidden unit.
2. Delete the tenos oftheTaylor
series which are already present
amongst the variables.
Bottom Up
3. Calculate the most important principal
componentsofthe remaining terms.
Include one additional
hidden unit inthe model.
No
Select the sub-rnodel
with the smallest IC.
No e
Figure 4: Model selection by help of information criteria.
155.3 Strategy based on Cross Validation
Cross Validation is the most generally applicable strategy for model selection in neural
networks since it does not rely on any probabilistic assumptions and is not affected by
identification problems. In principle, all combinations of input variables and hidden units
can be compared. The resulting models are repeatedly estimated for subsamples with v
observations left out at a time, and the model with the smallest averaged mean squared
prediction error is selected. However, for all but the smallest networks this is hardly
feasible.
Finallyinclude tt.l









Figure 5: Model selection by help ofcross validation.
16(Ml)
Therefore, we again start by moving bottom up in order to determine the appropriate
number of hidden units. In each step the cross validation errors of two models are com-
pared, one of which contains an additional hidden unit. If the more complex network
turns out to show a smaller cross validation error, the additional hidden unit is accep-
ted and the network enlarged. The procedure stops when no further hidden unit is able
to reduce the cross validation error of the previous model. Subsequently the top down
part of the strategy follows. The selection of input connections runs analogous to the
procedure based on information criteria, except that the cross validation errors are em-
ployed instead of the criterion values. In each round an initial network is compared with
all submodels containing one input connection less. In the finally chosen network model
no input connection can be removed without increasing the cross validation error. The
CV-strategy is summarized in Figure 5.
6 Monte Carlo Comparison of Strategies
6.1 The Simulation Design
The simulation study is designed to highlight some aspects ofthe different selection stra-
tegies. As a first aspect we want to gain some experience on whether a given strategy
tends to underfit or overfit the data. Therefore we need to simulate from a true model
which itself is a neural network. A second important aspect is to see how the selection
strategies work when the true model is not nested in the class ofneural networks. In this
case one would expect that a correction for misspecification, as it is employed e.g. by the
NIC, leads to a superior performance.
In the simulation study we consider three different models. The first one (Ml) is a neural
network which consists of three input units in addition to a constant, two hidden units
and a linear output unit. The network is not fully connected, as the last input unit is not
linked to the second hidden unit. Thus the network model contains 7 parameters and can
be described through:
y ~ ~'9(t, 7HX;) + fi,g(t, ~X;) +£,
where c is a zero mean error term. For this and the subsequent models the X-variablesare
drawn from a standard normal distribution. We generate several weight vectors randomly
and choose the one that leads to the lowest correlation between the signals of the hidden
units. This is done in order to give the hidden units a high justification. The errors are
drawn from a normal distribution whose standard deviation equals twenty percent of the
unconditional standard deviation of y, Le. (IE; = 0.2 sigmay.
As the true number of hidden units in the first model is known, we can conclude which
strategy rather leads to overparameterized and which to underparameterized network
architectures. The model further allows us to learn about the size and power of the
testing strategies.
17Apart from this network model, we consider two further models which a neural network
can only approximate, Le. the resulting networks are misspecified. The second model has
been chosen as
the third model as
y = In(xl + 4) + ";X2 +4+c,
y = -0.5+0.2xi - 0.1 exp(x2) +c.
(M2)
(M3)
Both ofthese moaels are motivated by transformations which are quite common in econo-
metrics. The functions underlying models M2 and M3 are depicted in the following Figure.
As model M3 shows a more complex nonlinear structure than model M2 we expect the
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Figure 6: The structure ofthe models M2 and M3.
For all models the independent variables X = [Xl, X2] are drawn from a standard normal
distribution. The standard deviation a. of the error terms Ct is chosen to be twenty
percent ofthe unconditional standard deviation ofeach model's output. The whole set of
simulated data consists of a 1000 observations, which we split into an in-sample and an
out-of-sample set containing 500 data points each.
In the simulation study we compare the out-of-sample mean squared prediction errors
(MSPEMSS) ofthe networks resulting from our model selection strategies (MSS) with the
known out-of-sample mean squared error (MSETM) ofthe true model (TM). We repeated
the experiment a thousand times, each time redrawing the in-sample random errors, while
the out-of-sample errors where kept constant. The best out-of-sample performance which
the model selection strategy can - apart from chance - achieve, is the out-of-sample
MSETM ofthe true model. Therefore, this value is taken as a benchmark.
18We use nonlinear least squares as the estimation method. All tests are carried out at the
5 percent level. In the cross validation strategy the in-sample data set is split into ten
sets each containing 50 data points. In order to reduce the problem of convergence to
local minima we performed several runs from different starting values whenever we had
to estimate a model. The pure computing time needed to perform the whole simulation
study was about three month on a Pentium-120 computer.
6.2 Simulation Results
The results ofthe simulationstudy are given in the following tables. Column 1contains the
abbreviations for the different strategies. TESTS (W) and TESTS (T) denote sequences
of hypotheses tests applying the techniques due to TerasvirtajLinjGranger (1993) and
White (1989a). AIC and NIC stand for the strategies based on information criteria and
CV for cross validation.
Column 2 reports how far the model chosen by the model selection strategy (MSS) dete-
riorates from the true model (TM) in terms of out-of-sample performance (MSPE). This
is measured by the relative differences in the MSPE between the true model and the




The numbers given in the tables are the averages over the thousand replications of the
simulation study.
Column 3 shows the ranking of the strategies with regard to the out-of-sample MSPE.
Columns 4 to 6 reveal the complexity of the model. Column 4 shows how often a certain
number of hidden units has been allocated, columns 5 and 6 summarize the size of the
networks by giving the average number of hidden units (#(3) and ,-weights (#,) that
remained in the selected models.
The overall results of the simulation study are encouraging. They provide for a ran-
king that is similar in the different models. All in all the best and most stable results
are obtained by the sequence of hypotheses tests employing the LM-test procedure of
TerasvirtajLinjGranger"(1993). This strategy leads to the best out-of-sample performan-
ces in the models Ml and M2 and is second best in model M3 where the three best model
selection strategies have very similar performances. In model Ml strategy TESTS (T)
achieves an out-of-sample error which only is 3.3% higher than the true out-of-sample
error. This is a small error given that a model with the true network structure and esti-
mated parameters already leads to an error that is 2.0% above the true error. In model M2
the TEST (T)-strategy produces an out-of-sample error that is only 2.8% worse than the
true MSE. Compared to the out-of-sample performance of the other strategies the MSPE
in model M3 is again relatively small, even if it is 30.9% worse than the true MSE. This
relatively high deviation probably stems from the apparent complexity of the underlying
function, especially in the tail areas of the independent variables' distribution, as shown in
19Figure 6. Hence it is quite complicated for the network to arrive at a good approximation
given the limited number of 500 observations and the noise level of 20 percent.
I Strategies I Eq. (11) I Rank I 2 3 4 5 I #(3 I#, I
TESTS (T) 3.30% 1 0.0 87.5 12.5 0.0 0.0 2.1 7.8
TESTS (W) 6.09% 4 15.3 76.4 6.9 1.4 0.0 1.9 6.9
CV 3.32% 2 0.0 67.7 32.0 0.3 0.0 2.3 8.0
AIC 4.48% 3 17.2 81.5 1.3 0.0 0.0 1.8 6.2
NIC 15.76% 5 47.3 45.6 7.1 0.0 0.0 1.6 5.6
Table 1: Results of the model selection strategies for model M1.
I Strategies I Eq. (11) I Rank I 1 2 3 4 5 I #(3 I #, I
TESTS (T) 2.8% 1 0.2 8.6 25.2 34.0 32.0 3.9 11.3
TESTS (W) 7.9% 2 19.8 23.2 23.3 19.2 14.5 2.9 8.1
CV 13.3% 3 50.2 35.6 10.9 2.3 1.0 1.7 4.4
AIC 14.1% 4 57.1 30.7 10.0 2.3 0.0 1.6 4.1
NIC 18.4% 5 91.3 8.3 0.4 0.0 0.0 1.1 2.6
Table 2: Results of the model selection strategies for model M2.
IStrategies I Eq. (11) I Rank I 1 2 3 4 5 I #(3 I#, I
TESTS (T) 30.9% 2 0.0 0.0 71.1 27.9 1.0 3.3 7.3
TESTS (W) 31.3% 3 0.0 0.0 87.7 12.3 0.0 3.2 6.7
CV 53.6% 4 0.0 0.0 29.8 69.2 0.0 3.7 9.7
AIC 28.1% 1 0.0 0.0 82.9 17.0 0.1 3.2 7.5
NIC 1894.6% 5 58.2 41.0 0.7 0.1 0.0 1.4 3.5
Table 3: Results of the model selection strategies for model M3.
Ofparticular interest are the results fiom model M1 as they provide some evidence about
size and power of the underlying test procedures. As all tests have been carried out on
a significance level of 5 percent, an insignificant hidden unit should have been accepted
in only 5 per cent of all cases. However, the TEST (T)-strategy allocates three hidden
units for 12.5 per cent of all replications and thus does not keep to the chosen size of the
LM-test. In order to further investigate this problem we performed a thousand LM-tests
for the same underlying model M1 with an increased sample size of1500 observations. We
tested a model already owning two hidden units for an additional hidden unit. It turned
out that the percentage of models where the third hidden unit was accepted reduced to
6.1%. This results suggest that the problem with the test size arose from the limited
number of observations, as the test is an asymptotic one. On the other hand the power
20of the LM-tests of Terasvirta/Lin/Granger (1993) seems to be very high, since in none of
the cases the true number of hidden units was underestimated.
For all three models the TESTS {T)-strategy delivers better results than the TESTS (W)-
strategy. The latter strategy produces an out-of-sample error that is 6.09% worse than
the true error in model Ml, 7.9% worse in model M2 and 31.3% worse in model M3. In
comparison with the TESTS {T)-strategy the TESTS {W)-strategy is handicapped by
the random selection of the parameters needed to perform the LM-test. If the random
selection of the parameters of the additional hidden unit is unfortunate, the LM-test can
not recognize a correlation between the unexplained structure in the residuals and the
signal of the additional hidden unit. In this case a neccessary additional hidden unit
would not have been selected. For this reason the TESTS {W)-strategy tends to produce
smaller models than the TESTS (T)-strategy. In our simulation the strategy allocates
only one hidden unit in 15.3 percent of the cases which shows a considerably lower power
ofthe LM-test due White (1989a) compared to the one ofTerasvirta/Lin/Granger (1993).
The out-of-sample performances of the AIC- and the CV-strategy differ considerably for
different models. Both strategies perform very well in model Ml, tend to underfit the
function of model M2 and behave differently in model M3. It is interesting to note that the
AIC strategy selects network architectures that are less complex than the architectures
chosen by the CV-strategy. Which architecture is better seems to depend upon the true
model structure to be approximated. Some models apparently bear to be approximated
by too large a network without showing a deterioration in out-of-sample performance,
whilst others do not. The relatively smooth surface of model M2 seems to allow for larger
network architectures without showing a decreasing out-of-sample error. In model M3 the
optimum number ofhidden units given the data is probably three. It appears that a fourth
hidden unit significantly contributes to a deterioration of the network approximation, so
that the out-of-sample error increases.
For all three models the NIC-strategy leads to the worst results. This strategy is very
reluctant to accept hidden units and choses the least complex network architectures for
all three models. Thus the selected networks tend to considerably underfit the true
model structures. This characteristic of the NIC-strategy becomes particularly apparent
in model M3, where the out-of-sample MSPE is almost 2000% larger than the true model's
MSE. The NIC-strategy only allocates 1or 2 hidden units, which is far too smallcompared
to the number of hidden units accepted by the other strategies. From a theoretical point
of view the AIC-strategy should perform better than the NIC-strategy in model Ml
and worse in models M2 and M3 as the NIC takes account of the misspecification of
the networks. However, it seems that the estimates of the penalty term BA-l given in
section 3 penalizes extra parameters too strongly.
We found that a slight overparameterization of network models leads to lower out-of-
sample errors than an underparametrization. A too small a model produces a relatively
high bias, whereas the variance of too large a model does not increase so much. This
may be caused by the hidden units transfer function. In opposition to e.g. polynomi-
als the tanh-function apparently behaves more stable even in regions where only a few
observations are available.
21Comparing all strategies the simulation results show that the sequence of hypotheses
tests employing a Taylor expansion leads to the most reliable results. Ifstatistical model
selection strategies are to be applied, we recommend this strategy. A further advantage
of the sequence of hypotheses tests is that it needs the least amount of computing time,
as decisions about the significance of parameters are drawn within the model and not by
comparison between models.
7 Conclusion
In this paper we suggest different model selection strategies for neural networks which
are based on statistical concepts. As in general neural networks are applied to nonlinear
problems wh~re little is known about the correct functional form, a statistical approach
to model selection seems particularly important.
The building blocks of the model selection strategies are hypotheses tests, information
criteria and cross validation. We discuss the applicability of these concepts for neural
network specification and emphasize that care is needed due to the identification problem
inherent in network models.
The proposed selection strategies account for this identification problem by combining a
top down and a bottom up approach. In the bottom up part the number ofhidden units,
Le. the general model complexity, is determined. By means of the subsequent top down
step, irrelevant input conn~ctionsare removed. Since the decisions taken in each step of
the model building process are based on a clearly defined rule, model selection in neural
networks becomes more comprehensible. This allows to arrive at the same network model
when a study is repeated with the same data set.
In a Monte Carlo simulation the selection strategies based on different concepts are com-
pared for three different models, including a network and two non-network models. The
overall results are encouraging, as in most cases the strategies lead only to a small increase
in the out-of-sample MSPEs compared to the MSE of the true model. It is shown that a
sequence of hypotheses tests based on an LM-procedure due to Tedisvirta/Lin/Granger
(1993) produces the most stableout-of-sample performance ofthe resulting networks while
the test-procedure due to White (1989a) leads to a worse network specification. Strate-
gies based on cross validation and information criteria are very accurate for some models
though tend to overfit or underfit·,others. When information criteria are to be employed
we recommend the use of the AIC instead of the NIC as the estimation of the penal-
ty term results in too small network architectures with an unsatisfactory out-of-sample
performance.
This study shows how statistical methods can be employed for the specification of neural
networks. Although the simulation study presented is encouraging, it can just be a first
step. Much experience has to be gained through further simulations with different un-
derlying models, sample sizes and level to noise ratios. Moreover, applications with real
world data sets will show in how far statistical methods can improve the model building
process for neural networks. We hope that such methods will become a standard tool of
the network practitioner.
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